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M/G TASAKI SLICED

2010

The very first M/G Tasaki collection 
was based on Melanie’s  trademark 
‘Sliced’ series which she developed 
whilst studying at the Royal College of 
Art. It introduced the designer’s unique 
technique – cutting through the pearl 
centre to expose its inner surface - in 
the shape of statement making but 
beautifully wearable pieces. 
Using 18ct gold and freshwater pearls 
the collection features bold pieces which 
reveal the pearls’ beautiful inner forms 
and qualities that playfully shock and 
intrigue.



M/G TASAKI DRILLED

2010

The Drilled Collection features hollowed out 
white and peacock pearls which adorn the 
classically shaped lines of pendants, necklaces, 
rings and earrings . 
Painstakingly drilled one by one,  the pearls 
become extremely light which allows for the 
use of larger pearls and adds the element of 
suprise when one handles the pieces . 



M/G TASAKI TEXTILE
 

2010

A new technique of cross drilling pearls and 
traditional pearl threading was developed by 
Melanie to create this fabric like piece which 
follows perfectly the curves of the neck due to its 
unique composition.  Over 5000 pearls have been 
used and hundreds of hours in its making.



M/G TASAKI DARK CASCADE

2010

A statement piece made with 6mm 
peacock freshwater pearls paired with 
highly polished silver oxidised chains. The 
construction of the piece allows for it to 
be worn in several ways so that the wearer 
can enjoy it on different occasions .  



M/G TASAKI SQUARE

2010

A selection from a collection of statement-
making pieces which boldly play with ideas of 
shape, form and texture.  Industrial metal chains 
and strings of pearls create sharp contrasts and 
flowing architectural forms. This piece escapes the 
confines of classic jewellery and takes on its own 
structured shape when not adorning the body.



M/G TASAKI SHELL

2011

The pieces featured below are a selection from the M/G 
Tasaki Shell Collection and are made in Palladium. 
An exciting material often used in watchmaking and 
sought after for its durability , lightness and strength, 
Palladium  is whiter than 18ct White gold and matches 
beautifully with pearls. 
More so it lends itself perfectly to these designs which 
would be otherwise very difficult to make in 18ct gold. 



Here unfolds a story where pearl and diamond 
compliment each other in spite of their opposing qualities 
and contrasting meanings: From the diamond jewels of 
royalty to the understated pearl necklaces of the petite 
bourgeoisie; from the purity of a pearl inside its shell to 
the uncut rawness of an diamond; and from the diamond’s 
association with modern tales of blood and death to its 
ageless symbolism as the stone of eternal love. Couture 
sets to explore these stories whilst enticing the modern 
woman to make powerful and enduring fashion statements.

COUTURE

2011



For SS15 M/G Tasaki introduced the Asteroid 
collection, a trilogy of hand bracelets, crafted in 
18ct yellow gold. Incorporating ascending Akoya 
pearls and diamonds in three different variations, 
they are the epitomy of glamour and individuality.  
Every hand bracelet can be adapted to the 
client’s specific measurements, ensuring a glove 
like fit.

M/G TASAKI ASTEROID

2012



Melanie Georgacopoulos exhibited at the Andreas 
Murkudis store in Berlin for ‘Le Cabinet de 
Curiosités’ de Thomas Erber - 3rd edition. Each 
year Thomas Erber invites 30 top artists and 
designers to create a unique piece for “ Le Cabinet 
de Curiosités”. After a first edition at Colette in 
Paris and a second at Browns in London, the CdC 
was hosted in 2012 by one of the coolest stores in 
Berlin, Andreas Murkudis.

For Le Cabinet de Curiosités de Thomas Erber, 
Melanie chose to produce just one statement 
piece the “Cascade of Pearls”. Using the idea of 
drapery in jewelry, she wove together a series of 
cascading pearls that diminish in ratio as they 
slowly wrap down past the wearer’s shoulders. A 
contrast between hardened silver metal and this 
series of hand-sculpted pearls is designed to be 
worn against the skin. Sensuality abounds in this 
one-off piece of extravagant elegance.

LE CABINET DE CURIOSITES
de Thomas Erber 

2012



2014 was a landmark year for Tasaki as it celebrated 
its Diamond Jubilee, and so a particular group of 
collections was created to celebrate the history 
of Tasaki through its 60year existence. 
New additions were designed for the Sliced 
Collection featuring pieces with white freshwater 
pearls where the slice is covered with a high 
polished layer of 18ct gold.

M/G TASAKI 60 YEARS
ANNIVERSARY

2014



M/G TASAKI 60 YEARS
ANNIVERSARY

2014
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GLOW COLLECTION

2015

Drawing inspiration from a summer time sky 
during sunset, the collection is composed of 
pieces made in  18ct Rose & 18ct White gold 
paired with color graduating sapphires that range 
from pink to yellow to grey.
Glow is a step in a new direction, as for the first 
time since the establishment of the brand, Melanie  
incorporated Sapphires alongside luminescent 
pearls. Sapphires have been worn by royalty 
throughout the ages as a symbol of good fortune, 
virtue, wisdom and holiness.  The ancient Persians 
even believed that the earth rested on a giant 
sapphire and its reflection colored the sky.   



Melanie was invited to the special anniversary edition of the 
Cabinet de Curiosites which brought together once again 
artists and designers from all over the world to create a 
unique piece. The show returned to Paris for the first time 
since 2010 and the collections were shown across Colette and 
Galerie Moliere.
For Le Cabinet de Curiosités de Thomas Erber, Melanie 
decided to produce just one statement piece, ‘La Corde de 
Nacre’. This one-off neckpiece features beautiful shimmering 
white and golden Mother of Pearl tiles, especially made for 
this project, backed with silver. Each segment has been cut by 
hand, sanded, polished and strung with silk thread to ensure 
a perfect fit, the sections are then interwined to form a loose 
noose in the shape of a necklace. 

LE CABINET DE CURIOSITES
de Thomas Erber

2015



For this collection Melanie used for the first time 
Golden South Sea pearls and in order to maximise 
the effect she matched them to radiant yellow 
saphires. Yellow is a colour often associated with 
gold and glory and this collection definitely pays 
hommage to that.
The 18ct gold lines are set with colour graduated 
sapphires which wrap and twist around the 
large pearls creating elegant shapes and vibrant 
colours. 

TWIST COLLECTION

2016



ANDREE COOKE PRESENTS

2016

Andree Cooke presents: A conversation with fine jewellery 
designers Alice Cicolini and Melanie Georgacopoulos about 
their stunning new collaboration being debuted in London 
this Autumn. 
Melanie Georgacopoulos creates a limited edition necklace 
made completely in ABS plastic, which references classic 
pearl and diamond jewellery. The concept behind these 
necklaces is to create pieces that could not be made with 
traditional techniques, which bring together elements of 
fine jewellery and product design. A large 14mm ‘pearl’ 
sequentially morphs into a bezel set diamond over the 35 
pieces of the necklace. The pearl is white and fades as it 
develops through the necklace into a clear diamond. The 
transformation of a diamond into a pearl across the classic 
graduation of a necklace is the powerful, minimal statement 
for which Melanie is renowned.



M/G TASAKI

2016

CLOUD COLLECTION

CUBIC PEARLS PYRAMID PEARLS

WEDGE COLLECTION



Mother of Pearl, otherwise known as nacre is produced by 
mollusks as an inner shell layer, it also makes up the outer 
coating of pearls. It is a strong, resilient and iridescent material 
that has been used for thousands of years, mainly in the form 
of inlay. Natural Mother of Pearl has many different applications 
worldwide, in both expensive and inexpensive items. As a material 
it is more widely used than pearls, however, despite its popularity, 
it has never reached the pearls symbolic status. 

MOP SHELL COLLECTION 

2017



MOP SHELL COLLECTION 

2017



www.melaniegeorgacopoulos.com
info@melaniegeorgacopoulos.com
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